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for

windream

Automatic and efficient indexing of documents!
Documents in ECM-systems (Enterprise Content

pages will be analyzed by OCR and full text will

Management) need catchwords, so called

be extracted for all documents. The full text

indexes, to find them fast and safe.

file, all indexes and the scanned document will

To come to an efficient indexing, particularly

be handed over to windream so that you can

when processing large numbers of documents

search for almost any text in a document in

such as invoices or delivery notes, a clever and

windream.

flexible automated process is needed. Manual
typing is far too time consuming and therefore
too expensive.
Now, with AutoClick, a learning software
solution is available for the ECM system
windream. With AutoClick indexing of the
captured documents is fast and easy.
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In the next step the capturing of the indexes
for the different document types in windream
will take place. By the way: the different
document types and their indexes are initially

How it works:
AutoClick processes batches of scanned or
copied images (documents) from local or
network directories (with individual processing
settings for each directory). In the first step
scans will be orientated and adjusted, empty
pages will be erased and single pages put
together to multipage documents. Then all

downloaded from windream which is done
almost automatically; so you can be sure
windream and AutoClick are fully synchronized!
Before starting the automatic capturing you
train the different suppliers, document types
and their indexes, only once, very fast and very
easy.

It takes only a minute to train a document!

Sure, AutoClick can also read barcodes,

Without software know how or programming

produce PDF/A documents and capture even

knowledge. For sure!

line items.

From then on AutoClick processes batches of

You can integrate lookup data tables and verify

scanned documents und extracts all indexes. If

captured indexes or specify rules for an index.
And you can run AutoClick as a service in the
background.

One Click Solutions:
We really do want you to get through
your work faster.

Windream workflow in use?
No problem: having done its work AutoClick
just starts windream workflow with a link to the
captured document in the virtual file system of
windream. To configure this you just have to

something is missing, e.g. the supplier is new

make one adjustment in the configuration of

and not yet trained, it will be listed in a result

AutoClick. Simple!

table. Just train them and continue! Sure you
can also manually type any index if you want.

With AutoClick for windream One Click
Solutions offers a very efficient solution to

All completely captured documents can be

index documents automatically and significantly

immediately automatically handed over to

simple and flexible. On top, AutoClick is

windream. The remaining documents can be

precisely synchronized with the ECM system

manually completed or cleared. It’s easy, isn’t

windream.

it?
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